SAMPLE ITINERARY
7-day Balearic Islands

The sun-drenched islands of Mallorca, Menorca,
Formentera, Cabrera, and Ibiza that make up the
ever-popular Balearics continue to draw in the
superyacht set every summer season. Encompassing all
of the beauty of the Balearics, this itinerary is a
week-long journey to the captivating islands and
contagious languid lifestyle of this Spanish haven.

From the party vibe of Ibiza to the glorious sights
of Mallorca, a trip to this vivid region of the world
guarantees peaceful relaxation mixed with party
pursuits and a generous serve of picturesque scenery
and sublime beaches. Their global appeal lies in the
successful mix of culture, cuisine and scenery with
stylish bars and restaurants, all enjoyed with 300 days
of sunshine every year.

Day 1 PORT DE SOLLER

Day 4&5 IBIZA

Begin your Balearic adventure from the beautiful

Most visitors arrive on the island of Ibiza for one

island of Mallorca and picture-perfect port of Soller.

purpose – partying until dawn. Though its reputation

Explore the old town with its pretty churches and

for crazed nightlife is indeed accurate, one half of

palaces, or traverse the coastline and discover rocky

this stunning island is covered in gorgeous pine forest

inlets hiding cove-style beaches, before relaxing with

and offers countless lush idylls and serenity, as well as

the locals in the picturesque port. Port de Soller is the

some of the most amazing beaches and hidden coves.

home port of Sea Raes when she is in the Balearics.

Home to Europe’s largest club and host to a multitude
of others, the capital of Ibiza shares the party scene

Day 2 SOLLER TO PALMA

with an abundance of excellent restaurants, vibrant

This part of Mallorca is stunning. The Tramontana

and sophisticated bars, markets, art galleries, and

mountain range is a World Heritage site and attracts

incredible architecture and scenery.

millions of visitors from around the globe. Our
journey by sea avoids the crowds and concentrates on

Day 6 IBIZA TOWN TO FORMENTERA

experiencing a more refined way of seeing this amazing

Visit the smaller of the Pitiusan Islands today and

landscape. Stopping for lunch and water-sports in one

relax with the white sand beaches and graceful

of the many deserted coves is a must, before making

sunsets of Formentera. Definitely a place of peace and

our way to Palma de Mallorca for evening drinks

relaxation, enjoy a soothing night on board beneath

and dinner on the sun-deck with Palma’s incredible

the stars.

cathedral and old city as your backdrop.

Day 7 FORMENTERA TO PORT MAHÓN

Day 3 PALMA DE MALLORCA

Your week on board comes to an end in the fine port

After waking up to a sumptuous breakfast, take a walk

of Mahón, the capital of the island located on the

through the old town and see this incredible place

eastern end of Menorca. Puerto Mahón offers several

come alive. This is a truly cosmopolitan city with all

hundred berths allowing yachts up to 50m to dock and

the sights to match. After dinner, we set sail and head

is surrounded by many cove-style beaches ideal for a

to Ibiza whilst you and your guests relax with cocktails

final swim.

and music under the stars.

